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1. Introduction
In 2017, the government of the Netherlands evoked a State Commission to
investigate the Dutch parliamentary system ”Staatscommissie parlementair
stelsel” and suggest, when necessary, reforms of or other measures for the
future viability of the Dutch democracy (Staatscourant 2017).1 The three
1
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main documents, all in Dutch, the State Commission has published are
first a problem analysis (Staatscommissie 2017), an interim status report
(Staatscommissie 2018a), and then a final report (Staatscommissie 2018b).
In our contribution, we present a comprehensive account of the issues
discussed by the Commission, focusing on width rather than depth. This
provides international scholars with insights on the discussion of
improving a modern democracy the possibility of providing input on the
discussion on the Dutch case: as we point out, many issues that play a role
in the Dutch discourse are also relevant in other countries. Moreover, the
Commission (Staatscommissie 2018b) presents a motivated choice of
recommendations, but active citizen groups or political parties may
disagree with these recommendations; for many issues we also present the
arguments supporting the alternatives for the chosen recommendations.
We start with a description of the relevant Dutch institutions in section 2
and the State Commission and its assignment in section 3. In section 4, we
present and reflect on the issues and solutions raised by the State
Commission. Finally, in section 5 we present the response by the Dutch
government.
2. Survey of the Dutch Institutions
In this section, we give a brief description of the Dutch state institutions,
focusing on those parts that are relevant for the analysis of the State
Commission (for an extensive discussion, see Ramkema et al. 2008;
Andeweg and Irwin 2014).
Largely following the Dutch Constitution “Grondwet 2017”, we
consecutively describe the government, the parliament, other state
institutions, legislation, changing the constitution and fundamental rights.
Most of the text of the current version of the Dutch Constitution is from
1983. Some minor changes were made later, the last one in 2017. The
latest Dutch-government provided English translation is Constitution
(2008).
2.1 The Government
The Dutch government “Regering” comprises of a hereditary monarch and
the ministers. The ministers are, however, responsible for acts of
government. The ministers together constitute the cabinet, which is
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chaired by a prime minister. The cabinet decides upon overall government
policy and promotes the coherence thereof.
2.2 The Parliament
The Dutch parliament, or States General “Staten Generaal”, consists of
two chambers representing the entire people of the Netherlands. It consists
of the Lower House “Tweede Kamer” with 150 members and the Upper
House “Eerste Kamer” with 75 members.2 The sittings of the States
General are held in public. The members of the Lower House are chosen
in secret ballots with proportional representation. For the Lower House,
there are direct elections at least every four years, while Upper House
members are elected by the members of provincial councils.
The members of the twelve provincial councils are chosen in secret
ballots with proportional representation every fourth year, usually not at
the same date as the elections for the Lower House. Within three months
after the elections for the provincial councils, the newly elected cast their
votes, weighted by the population of their respective province, to elect the
members of the Upper House. It is not possible to be a member of both
Houses, or a member of one and simultaneously hold particularly public
functions, like, e.g., member of government, Council of State, Court of
Audit, or Supreme Court (for the latter three, see the description below).
The Dutch cabinet ministers, e.g., thus cannot be members of parliament.
The members of both Houses are not bound by a mandate or
instructions when casting their votes, and both Houses, either separately
(the usual case) or jointly, take decisions by majority. The government is
obliged to provide any information requested by parliament, unless this
conflicts with the interests of the State. In addition, both Houses, jointly or
separately, have the right of inquiry “parlementaire enquête”. Everybody
in the Netherlands is obliged to testify, under oath, for a “parlementaire
enquête commissie”.

Note that, perhaps confusingly, the Upper House is thus called the First “Eerste” Chamber
and the Lower House the Second “Tweede” Chamber of parliament, even though laws are
first discussed in the Lower House.
2
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2.3 Other State Institutions
The King presides the Council of State “Raad van State”.3 This Council is
consulted by parliament on legislative proposals and for the approval of
international treaties. The members of the Council are appointed for life
by Royal Decree, i.e., by the government, but can resign or retire.
Alternatively, they can be suspended or dismissed by an act of parliament.
The parliament can also assign additional duties to the Council, and
change its organization or composition.
Members of the Supreme Court “Hoge Raad” are appointed for life by
Royal Decree, i.e., by the government, each from a list of three persons
proposed by the Lower House, but can resign or retire. Alternatively, they
can be suspended or dismissed by a court that is part of the judiciary. Acts
by parliament and treaties are not reviewed by the courts. The parliament
can also assign additional duties to the Court.
The Court of Audit “Algemene Rekenkamer” examines the State’s
revenues and expenditures. Members of the Court are appointed for life by
Royal Decree, i.e., by the government, from a list of three persons
proposed by the Lower House, but can resign or retire. Alternatively, they
can be suspended or dismissed by an act of parliament. The parliament can
also assign additional duties to the Court, and change its organization or
composition.
The National Ombudsman “Nationale Ombudsman” investigates, on
request or on own initiative, actions taken by administrative government.
The National Ombudsman and the Deputy Ombudsman are appointed for
a given time period by parliament, but can resign or retire. Alternatively,
they can be suspended or dismissed by an act of parliament. The
parliament can also assign additional duties to the Ombudsman.
Provinces and municipalities, their boundaries, and their prerogatives
are determined by acts of parliament. They are headed by provincial and
municipal councils elected proportionally for four years by the citizens in
the respective jurisdictions, and those elected to these councils are not
bound by a mandate or instructions when casting their votes. The
provincial administration “Gedeputeerde Staten” consists of the executive
“Gedeputeerden” and the Kings’ Commissioner ”Commissaris van de
Koning” who is appointed by Royal Decree, i.e., by the national
3

Meetings of the Council are usually chaired by its vice-president, who is therefore also
colloquially known as the “onderkoning” (under-king).
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government. The municipal administration “College van Burgemeesters
and Wethouders” consists of the executive “Wethouders” and the mayor
”Burgemeester”. The latter is appointed by Royal Decree, is a member of
the municipal administration (but not of the council), and chairs both the
council and the administration.
2.4 Legislation
Government and parliament jointly enact acts. Bills can be presented on
behalf of the King, i.e., on behalf of the government, or on behalf of the
Lower House. A bill that has not yet been passed can be amended by the
Lower House. As soon as the Lower House passes a bill, it sends it to the
Upper House, which then considers the bill in the form as sent to it by the
Lower House. The Upper House, however, does not have the right to
initiate or amend a bill. A bill becomes an act of parliament once it has
been passed by both Houses of parliament and ratified by the King.
The approval of international treaties is laid down by an act of
parliament. If the treaty conflicts with the Constitution, it can be approved
only if at least two-third of the votes cast are in favor. The same holds for
conferring legislative, executive and judicial powers to international
institutions. National legal provisions are not applicable if they are in
conflict with provisions of these international treaties or resolutions by
these international institutions. When national legislation conflicts with the
national Constitution, citizens cannot file a lawsuit at national courts. The
latter is possible, however, when national legislation conflicts with
international treaties.
2.5 Amendment of the Constitution
The Government or the Lower House can propose amendments to the
Constitution. First, an amendment has to consecutively get majority
approval by the Lower and then the Upper House. After that, new
elections for the Lower House have to take place. The newly elected
members of the Lower House and after that the members of the Upper
House then have to consecutively approve the amendment with at least
two-third majorities.
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2.6 Fundamental Rights
The Constitution (2017) also specifies fundamental rights that enable
individuals to live in freedom and to take part in society and politics
without interference by the state. These fundamental rights include
equality for the law and freedom from discrimination, of religion, of
expression and the right to privacy.
3. The State Commission
A state commission is an ad hoc advisory body that the government can
evoke by decree. Its job description is given in this decree, and in the past
several commissions have looked at different topics. Just two examples are
the commissions on the reassessment of parenthood and the one
considering the implications of climate changes and raising sea levels.4
The State Commission on the future viability of the parliamentary system
was evoked on February 2017 by a Royal Decree, i.e., by the Dutch
government at that time (Staatscourant 2017).
This advice, to give before January 2019, on the future viability of the
Dutch parliamentary system should deliberate on: (i) the desire of Dutch
citizens to engage more in policy and politics; (ii) the increase in
importance of decision making at the European Union level; (iii) the
decentralization of many tasks; (iv) the increase in the volatility of the
electorate; and (v) the influence of digitalization and social media. For
these reasons, the government finds it desirable to reflect on elections,
tasks, and the position and functioning of the parliamentary system.
4. Proposals and Recommendations
Our presentation of the proposals and suggestions made by the State
Commission follows the same structure as in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of
Staatscommissie (2018a), while incorporating the Commission’s
recommendations as given in Staatscommissie (2018b, Chapters 5, 6, and
7, respectively). We thus present, respectively, the Commission’s thoughts
and choices on the enhancement of the democratic pillar in section 4.1, of
constitutional democracy in section 4.2 and of parliament in section 4.3.
4

The former commission also provides its report in English, see Government Committee on
the Reassessment of Parenthood (2016).
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4.1 Enhancement of the Democratic Pillar
The State Commission writes that the Dutch system of representative
democracy with proportional representation of political parties is largely
successful: Of 178 countries, the Netherlands’ score on a liberal
democracy index is 12th (V-Dem Institute 2017).5 A proportional system
represents preferences better in parliament than a majoritarian one; it
increases the responsiveness of and the trust in the system; and it allows
for the representation of small minorities. Proportional representation is
therefore popular with Dutch citizens who, mostly, see it as a just and fair
system (Bovens et al. 2014; Hendriks et al. 2016; den Ridder and Dekker
2016). Many citizens, however, feel not properly represented and for, e.g.,
the lower educated or those living outside the densely populated western
part of the Netherlands, this is indeed the case, as the highly educated
individuals from the western part of the Netherlands are overrepresented
in parliament. (Hakhverdian and van der Meer 2018; van den Berg 1983:
227-237).
For some areas, e.g., emigration and European integration, there is also
a distinction between implemented policy and citizen’s preference (van
der Meer et al. 2017; Lefkofridfi et al. 2014; Andeweg 2018). The
Commission also notes that both the system of government and the
election process are of good quality (see, respectively, Dahlström et al.
2015: 29: Norris et al. 2013), but that voters have little influence on which
coalition government is formed after an election. Sticking to proportional
presentation and direct elections, the Commission therefore discusses: the
electoral system (see section 4.1.1); political fragmentation (4.1.2); voter
turnout (4.1.3); citizen participation (4.1.4); referenda (4.1.5); voters’
influence on the formation of the government (4.1.6); and transparency
regarding the process of forming a government (4.1.7).
4.1.1 The Electoral System
In direct elections for the 150 seats in the Lower House, at least every four
years, the election threshold to get a seat in parliament is 2/3% (=
5

Countries with a (statistically insignificant) higher score are Norway, Sweden, Estonia,
Switzerland, Denmark, Costa Rica, Finland, Australia, New Zealand, Portugal, and Belgium.
France and Germany are 13th and 14th. Syria, Eritrea, and North Korea are at the bottom of
the list.
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100/150) of the valid votes cast. All candidates running for elections do so
as candidates on a party list. After the elections, the votes cast on all party
candidates are added together, and this sum determines the number of
seats the party gets. These party seats are then, in principle, distributed
according to the ordering of the candidates on the list, except when there is
a candidate who passes the within-the-list election threshold of 25% of
2/3%. That is, if the party gets at least one seat then candidates crossing
this threshold will have precedence to get a seat to those candidates who
do not, even if this candidate got a low place on the party list.
To alleviate weaknesses in representativeness in the Lower House,
Staatsommissie (2018a) mentions two potential reforms, which could
improve the representation of preferences and the role of political parties
(for similar arguments, see PvdA 2005). The first alternative is lowering
the within-the-list election threshold from 25% to 10% or even 0% of
2/3%. This would increase the personal component, the influence of the
electorate on the individual who is elected. The second alternative consist
of the proposal made by Burgerforum Kiesstelsel (2006). In this system, a
voter casts a vote either on a party list or on an individual from one of the
parties.
Both votes are aggregated for each party, and party shares determine
the proportional distribution of the 150 seats over the parties. A party’s
total number of votes on individual members divided by its number of
seats are the within-party threshold: Each candidate who receives more
votes than this threshold automatically obtains a seat in parliament. The
remaining party seats are then allocated according the ordering of the
candidates on the election list. The first option has, according to the
Commission, the advantage that it can be straightforwardly implemented,
but that its effect on the political parties can be far-reaching. The latter is,
however, not negative per se, as party discipline and the power of the
parliamentary leader can be mitigated. The importance of the ordering of
list by the party decreases (or is even eliminated), which decreases the role
of political parties, but increases the party’s due diligence in putting up the
list. A disadvantage is that, according to Dekker and den Ridder (2018),
most of the Dutch electorate prefers to vote on a party. The second option
does not have these disadvantages: those who want to cast their votes on a
party can still do so, and the ordering on the party list remains relevant.
The strengthening of the regional component (increasing representativeness of the national regions) in the electoral system is a wish of
the Dutch government (VVD et al. 2017: 8) and a considerable part of the
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Dutch electorate (van der Meer et al. 2017). For the electoral system,
Staatscommissie (2018a) therefore ponders changing it into a mixed
electoral system. It mentions three such systems for the direct elections of
the Lower House.6 The first alternative electoral system is a mixed
member proportional system in which voters have two votes. One vote is
used to decide the representative of a single-seat constituency; the other
vote is cast for a political party. The number of a party’s seats depends
proportionally on the share of the second votes this it gets. Examples of
these systems are in Germany, New Zealand, Scotland, and Wales. A
problem with such a system is that the requested proportionality, as
described in section 2.2, in most cases requires overhang seats, which
conflicts with the fixed number of 150 seats (see also section 2.2). For
these reasons and the complicated nature of system, the Commission
rejects this possibility.
The second alternative electoral system is a mixed member
proportional system in which voters have a single vote. Voters then vote
on a party-list candidate. A certain share of the 150 seats (say, 100) are
given to the candidates winning in the districts, while the remaining (50)
seats are then distributed to make the seat distribution proportional to the
vote shares won by the party lists. Examples of these systems are in
Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. The Commission discards this system as
this electoral system is more complicated than the existing one and
potential conflicts with proportionality in the distribution of seats (see also
van de Velde et al. 2013: 9-10; this proportionality could also be restored,
however, by depriving one or more of the 100 candidates of their seat if
their party did not reach the required share of votes). The third alternative
electoral system is the one closest to the existing system and revives the
role of the 20 electoral districts “Kieskringen”. These districts now fulfill
mainly an administrative role,7 but political parties would then be forced
6

The Commission mentions that all three systems can be combined with the Danish system
in which there are (say 100) electoral districts and several (say 20) electoral areas
encompassing several districts. Each party has to list one candidate in each district, the same
candidate can be nominated for several districts. A voter can select either one of the
candidates in this voter’s own district, or for one of the candidates nominated in one of the
other districts which are in the voter’s electoral area. The remaining 50 seats are then
allocated to ensure proportionality. Felsenthal (2017) comments on policy/philosophical
principles underlying representative assemblies.
7
These electoral districts lost much of their role after another State Commission headed by J.
Oppenheim in 1913-1914 advised the implementation of a proportional instead of a
majoritarian system.
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to present different lists (with the exception for the top candidate) in each
of the 20 districts. The Commission notes that the third option is the one
closest to the existing system, but rejects it, as it is also the one with the
smallest increase in the regional component. Van Coppenolle (2017) and
Marien (2011), however, argue that the size of the electoral districts would
be optimal to forge a personal connection between the electorate and the
elected.
In its recommendation, Staatscommissie (2018b) chooses the system
proposed by Burgerforum Kiesstelsel (2006) to strengthen the personal
and regional components. Additionally, this system makes an explicit
distinction between a vote on a party and one on an individual candidate,
in line with how most current voters already perceive their vote (Holstein
2006) and the intention of the constitution (Loots 2004: 129-131). It
makes this choice even though strengthening the regional component is
only important to a minority of the electorate (van der Meer et al. 2017:
93). The Commission points out that this system can easily be combined
with nomination districts as in Denmark (Cox et al. 2005) or Bavaria
(Zicht 2018). In line with Lijphart (2004), the Commission sticks to
proportional elections, as this enables also small groups to have their
representation in the Lower House. However, Golder and Stramski (2010)
-citing Powell (2000)- write that “democracies employing majoritarian
electoral institutions are better at promoting things like government
mandates, identifiability, clarity of responsibility, and accountability,
whereas democracies employing proportional-representation institutions
are superior at dispersing power, providing choice and generating
ideological congruence between citizens and their representatives. They
find, however, that “the level of ideological congruence between the
citizens and their government is not substantively higher in proportional
democracies than in majoritarian ones.” Moreover, concentrating on
representatives, Stadelmann et al. 2019 show that, although ideological
divergence between the electorate and its representatives takes place in
both systems, this discrepancy is larger in a proportional system
(Stadelmann et al. 2019). Another argument for reducing the proportional
component is that majority-elected representatives are less prone to be
influenced by lobbying (see Giger and Klüver 2016; Stadelmann et al.
2016). Mueller (1996: 13-15), however, warns that a majoritarian system
gives incentives for elected representatives to let prevail local over
national interests.
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4.1.2 Political Fragmentation
Proportional representation and the low election threshold of 2/3% leads to
a considerable number of parties represented in the Lower House. The
disintegration of the parliamentary delegation of a party can increase this
number even further. Dutch citizens (Dekker and den Ridder 2018; van
der Meer et al. 2017) and the State Commission see this political
fragmentation as problematic. The Commission writes that it complicates
the formation of a government supported by a parliamentarian majority,
that it reduces the influence of the electorate on the type of majoritysupported government formed after an election (Staatscommissie 2017:
22; Staatscommissie 2018a: 40), and that it hinders political parties
supporting this government to keep a distinctive political profile. This lack
of a distinctive profile is not appreciated by the electorate (van Wessel
2016). Staatscommissie (2018a) therefore discusses (i) an increase in the
election threshold; (ii) an increase in the election deposit; and (iii) a
change in the treatment of disintegrated parliamentary factions, to mitigate
fragmentation.
An increase in the election threshold to, e.g., 2% would ceteris paribus
have only a small effect on, for example, the last election for the Lower
House in 2017. Such a threshold would then have prevented, ceteris
paribus, only one party (Forum for Democracy, with two of the 150 seats)
entering parliament. A majority in the Lower House voted for the proposal
by Kolfschoten et al. (1970) for such an increase to 2%, but the
Government did not implement this change. Larger effects would require
increases of the threshold to (the German) 5% or (the Turkish) 10%. The
Commission sees as an advantage that it makes political processes less
complicated, including the post-election formation of governments and the
governability of the country. The major disadvantage is, however, that it
decreases the representativeness of the Lower House, especially if it is
increased from an almost ineffective 2% to a more effective threshold of
5% or 10%. Moreover, according to van der Meer (2017: 80), political
parties close to the election threshold might be less supportive of a
government struggling to get majority support in the Lower House. The
Commission therefore sees little net benefits in increasing the election
threshold.
An increase in the election deposit is another possibility to mitigate the
fragmentation in parliament. New political parties have to pay a deposit of
€11.250. Only if the new party manages to get at least one seat in the
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Lower House, it gets a refund. According to the Commission, this can be a
means to exclude non-serious parties, without being a prohibitive for
serious contenders who are thought to have enough supporters to raise the
funds. Over the last decades, however, the deposit has significantly
decreased when measured in current prices. In 1951, for example, the
deposit was approximately €36.000 in 2016 Euros. The Commission
therefore proposes to increase the guarantee deposit stepwise. This
discernment between parties is, perhaps, to the letter but certainly not to
the spirit on the constitutional ban of discrimination, we therefore propose
that all political parties should pay such a guarantee deposit.
A change in the treatment of breakaway factions can be another way to
moderate fragmentation. Currently, a member of the Lower House
breaking away from a party becomes a ‘group’ (not a ‘faction’), with only
minor reductions in, for example, financial support and parliamentarian
speaking time. According to the Commission the possibilities to change
this are, however, limited since the members of both Houses of parliament
are not bounded by mandate or instructions (see section 2.2). Its proposal
is to work instead with financial incentives. Now, a member (or a group of
members) split from a party does not have to pay a guarantee deposit for
participating in the next elections for the Lower House, and the proposal is
to abolish this exception. The Commission sees, however, a practical
problem in the case of a fragmentation of a party, as it might then remain
unclear which fraction is the legal successor (and hence freed from paying
a deposit).
In Staatscommissie (2018b), the Commission notes that there is no
empirical evidence that political fragmentation in the Dutch parliament has
increased in the last 50 years and recommends an increase in the alreadydiscussed guarantee deposit. Additionally, it suggests an increase in the
number of statements of support that political parties need to collect before
they are allowed on the ballot paper. The Commission, however, does not
deliberate on another concern regarding political fragmentation: the
potential effects it can have on the quality of governance. Mueller (2007:
259) presents some illustrative cases of low levels of political
fragmentation and high levels of quality of government. Following
Lapuente and Nistotskaya (2009) and Charron and Lapuente (2010),
political fragmentation may imply that politicians are unwilling or unable
to put effort in enhancing the quality of government if these effort bear
fruit in the long run only. Charron and Lapuente (2011) present empirical
evidence based on subnational European regions, that there is indeed a
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negative correlation between political fragmentation and the quality of
governance.
4.1.3 Voter Turnout
The Commission (Staatscommissie 2018a) writes that the legitimacy of
the parliamentary representative system is enhanced by a high voter
turnout. Moreover, since some groups (lower educated, young, migrants)
are characterized by low turnout rates (van der Meer et al. 2017: 51, 65),
the risk is that their interests are less well represented. The Commission
thus sees increasing voter turnout, especially among groups characterized
by low turnout rates, as a policy objective and therefore makes proposals
on the following: (i) polling stations; (ii) ballot papers; (iii) voters abroad;
(iv) early voting; (v) voting age; and (vi) mandatory voting.
For the polling stations, the Commission puts emphasis on having a
sufficiently large numbers of polling stations, especially in areas
frequented by groups characterized by low turnouts, and that these stations
are accessible for disabled persons. For the ballot papers, it is noted that
the size of the ballot paper makes it for many, especially the elderly, hard
to handle, and that its layout is difficult to understand for functionally
illiterate and the visibly and mentally disabled (OESCE 2017: 18). The
Commission therefore advises to proceed with the experiment conducted
between 2012 and 2016 to simplify ballot papers, as described in
Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties (2016: 4-14); and to make the
ballot papers electronically countable to lower the currently large number
of trust-undermining mistakes when counting the ballot by hand (Kiesraad
2017: 6-7, 13).
For voters abroad, voting is complicated. They have to register
themselves for the election, and if they do not authorize somebody to vote
on their behalf, their paper ballots are sent by ordinary mail. After filling
in, they have to return their votes to the municipality of The Hague or to a
Dutch Embassy. Since the postal services are not always reliable, these
votes can come too late. The Commission therefore proposes to open the
possibility to send the documents by email, and to open more ballot boxes
in countries in which the postal services are not reliable. The possibility of
early voting can be created by opening some ballot boxes earlier by a
limited number of days or by creating the possibility to vote by postal
mail. The Commission sees as an advantage that this could break down
barriers that would otherwise prevent citizens from casting their votes.
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Decreasing the voting age could increase voter turnout, too. The
effectiveness and appropriateness, however, are debatable (see
Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties 2010; Jacobs 2018: 214; van
der Kolk and Aarts 2010: 44-45, 48; Zeglovits and Aichholzer 2014). The
Commission therefore finds it inopportune to decrease the voting age.
Turnout can also be increased with introducing mandatory voting. The
Commission, however, objects against this as it sees voting as a right, not
as an obligation and it also does not see the value of casting votes without
the intrinsic motivation to do so. Moreover, van der Meer (2017: 40) and
Dekker and den Ridder (2018: 28) argue that voters do not become more
interested or involved when forced to vote.
In its final report, Staatscommissie (2018b), the Commission
emphasizes the importance of polling stations in educational institutions.
In these institutions, there are many first-time voters, and if they cast their
vote in the election then this has a lasting positive impact on the
probability that they will also vote in later elections (Bhatti and Hansen
2012). The Commission thus suggests to increase turnout especially
among groups characterized by low turnouts (lower educated, young,
migrants), for example by opening polling stations in places visited
frequently by these groups.8
For those with the right to vote but living outside the Netherlands, the
necessary costs and effort required are clearly higher, and the Commission
is thus right to press for lower hurdles for this group. To influence turnout
rates, we suggest strengthening democratic knowledge and skills,
especially for those with weaker socio-economic backgrounds, to enhance
their turnout, as outlined below. Another possibility to increase turnout
rates is to consider elements of Swedish elections, which are characterized
by high turnout rates. Two elements stand out: the first that national,
regional and local elections are organized simultaneously, and secondly
the extended possibilities for casting a vote earlier. Against the first
element one could make a case by claiming that people cannot distinguish
between local and national issues. The differences between the outcomes
Such policies, however, run the risk of running against the freedom from discrimination –
recall the Voting Rights Act of 1965 against the Jim Crow rules impeding African Americans
from voting (see, e.g., https://www.vox.com/2015/3/6/8163229/voting-rights-act-1965), or
the closing of polling stations (see, e.g., https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2016/11/08/
voter-suppression-in-u-s-elections/). Instead of enhancing the turnout of the specific groups,
the government should offer everybody the opportunity to vote at the, to the extent possible,
same costs and effort levels.
8
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of the three Swedish elections, however, suggest that this is only the case
for at most a limited share of the voters. The State Commission’s objection
against early voting is that people may change their opinions.
The Swedish solution to this is that the early votes are kept in envelop
with the voters’ number at the voting office in the voters’ place of
residence. On the last polling day, the voter can request this envelop and
change the votes. Staatscommissie (2018b) recommends creating the
possibility to vote early, either by postal mail or by opening ballot box
earlier, also because it could avoid breaking the secrecy of election for
those who would otherwise mandate someone else to vote on their behalf.
According to Giammo and Brox (2010), however, the disadvantages are
that early voters might miss some of the information spread in the election
campaign. The Commission does not further discuss the information
asymmetries induced by early voting or possibilities to deal with this as
this is done in, e.g., Sweden. It also unclear whether the possibility of
early voting increases turnout (see Burden et al. 2009; Giammo and Brox
2010; James 2010; McDonald et al. 2008; Gronke et al. 2007). In addition
to the recommendations with respect to increase turnout, Staatscommissie
(2018b) deems it necessary to publish election results of each individual
ballot box, not only at the community level.
4.1.4 Citizen Participation
To compensate shortcomings in the representative system, directdemocratic instruments can be used. These instruments can be at the start
of the political process, or as a correction once a decision is reached. The
latter, in the form of a so-called corrective referendum, in which citizens
can vote on acts approved by parliament, is discussed in the next
subsection; of the former Staatscommissie (2018a) debates two types of
agenda setting: quantitative and qualitative instruments, which can be used
to increase citizens’ participation in legislation.
An example of a quantitative instrument is the citizens’ initiative
“burgerinitiatief”. In such an initiative, if at least 40.000 citizens sign a
petition, the Lower House has to discuss the issue. The Commission sees
this as a way to alleviate shortcomings in the representative system.
Examples of qualitative instruments are the existing possibility to consult
citizens over the internet “internetconsultatie”, or the citizen’s forum
“burgerforum”, or the possibility of (committees in) parliament to invite
citizens to hear their opinions. The Commission mentions that these
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instruments have a high participation threshold for the low-skilled, but
sees as advantages that it can enrich the decision-making process and
increase the acceptance of its outcomes. Problematic are, however, the
high participation threshold for certain groups in the population, which
might imply that these groups’ interests are not properly represented. A
citizen forum has been used only once, in 2006 to consult the opinion of
140 randomly selected individuals on the electoral system “Burgerforum
Kiesstelsel”. The government, however, did not incorporate the Burgerforum’s advice. The Commission thus mentions, that if such an instrument
is not carefully used, for example, by not explicitly specifying the
expected bandwidth of the advice, it can be counterproductive.
In its final report, Staatscommissie (2018b), the Commission stresses
the importance of three pre-conditions for this form of participation in
decision-making: (i) the topic and its delimitation should be clear
beforehand; (ii) how the outcome of the participation will be used should
be made explicit in advance; and (iii) participation is consultative, the final
decision-making remains a task of the elected representatives. The
Commission advises to make a better use of the citizens’ initiative, by
increasing parliament’s responsiveness to such initiatives, and by changing
the parliamentary limit from two years to one year of not considering an
initiative after its topic is already discussed in parliament. The
Commission also considers the consultation of citizens over the internet as
an appropriate instrument to enhance participation in decision-making.
This is done in, for example, Luxemburg.9
It should be taken into consideration that participation in this form of
consultation is limited and not representative. However, the Commission
recommends using it more often and more creatively, by also making use
of the social media (see also Raad voor het Openbaar Bestuur 2018). A
more direct say of citizens in the form of a citizens´ assembly, of which
the members are randomly drawn from the population to discuss a certain
topic, is also a way to increase the representativeness in decision-making.
Frey (2017) also proposes randomly drawing citizens, but then to serve
a term as a member of parliament. Tridimas (2018), however, argues that
in modern societies (in contrast to ancient Athens), this may not work. A
citizen’s assembly can be seen as an elegant compromise. However, the
Commission notes again that participation is limited and not representative
9

See https://chamber.lu/wps/portal/public/Accueil/TravailALaChambre/Petitions/RoleDes
Petitions.
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of the whole electorate. To circumvent the lack of representativeness, the
Commission recommends having citizen assemblies consisting of groups
that are underrepresented (like, e.g., the young). To increase the chance of
a citizen assembly’s success (the Committee mentions assemblies on
electoral reform in the Netherlands -Bijleveld-Schouten 2008-, Iceland Ólafsson 2016-, and Canada -Pilon 2010- as unsuccessful ones), the
Commission recommends combining them with other participation
instruments.
4.1.5 Referenda
The State Committee (Staatscommissie 2018a,b) writes that a binding
corrective referendum can strengthen the future viability of the
representative democracy.10 Such a referendum can function as a safety
valve, strengthening the legitimacy of and trust in the system. In this
respect, the Commission explicitly mentions the possibility that, despite
proportional representation, due to the election of parties, a majority in
parliament can exist despite the lack of such a majority among the voters,
the so-called Ostrogorski’s paradox (see, e.g., Nurmi 1999: 70 et seq.). It
also strengthens political parties by increasing party membership (Peeters
2016) and forces politicians to be more responsive to the preferences of
the population (Leemann and Wasserfallen 2016; Liechtenstein 2014: 176177). A further strengthening of the role of political parties is connected to
the tendency of voters to follow party lines on the referendum issue (van
der Brug et al. 2018).
A referendum can also counteract the problem that the preferences of
the higher-educated individuals, for example, with respect to European
integration, are better represented in parliament then the preferences of the
lower educated (Hakhverdian and Schakel 2017: 54 et seq.; Bovens and
Wille 2011), which leads to a higher level of satisfaction of highereducated individuals with the functioning of parliament (den Ridder and
10

Orviska (2018) notes that the introduction of a referendum might decrease turnout, thus
conflicting with another objective discussed by the Commission. A referendum increases the
costs of voting (e.g., information costs), thus decreases the probability of an individual
voting, and due to information overload might reduce the tendency to vote in any context
(see also Fox and Johnston 2017). Le Maux (2018) notes that the empirical literature remains
unclear about justifying direct participation rights by government failures associated with
representative systems, while Nurmi (2017) raises the question who should decide on which
questions are subjected to a referendum.
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Dekker 2015: 51-52). According to van der Meer et al. (2017), a large
majority of the Dutch electorate supports referenda. Moreover,
international evidence shows that direct democracy increases the objective
and subjective well-being of citizens (Kirchgässner et al. 1999;
Kirchgässner and Feld 2000; Frey and Stutzer 2000, 2002; Kirchgässner
2015). Since a non-binding referendum can alienate the electorate if the
government does not follow the outcome (Hendriks et al. 2017), a binding
one is preferred by the Commission.11 A threshold in the outcome instead
of a participation threshold can then warrant the legitimacy of the
outcome, as the latter creates the possibility of strategic abstentions (cf.
Aguilar-Conraria and Magelhaes 2010). The Commission notes, however,
that the primacy of decision-making should remain in the parliamentary
process and hence rejects binding initiatives in referenda.
4.1.6 Voters’ Influence on the Formation of Government
After elections for the Lower House, a new government has to be formed.
In general, proportionality implies that there is not a single party that gets
a majority in the House; hence several parties need to form a coalition
government. The early negotiations are chaired by an informateur, who is
elected by the Lower House; the final negotiations on a coalition
agreement by a formateur, who is also elected by the Lower House and
usually becomes the prime minister of the new government. The
electorate, however, has little influence on the formation of government,
and according to van der Meer et al. (2017) a large part of the electorate
wants to have a larger sway on it. The Commission therefore considers the
following options: (i) a majoritarian system; (ii) a presidential system; (iii)
a formateur elected by the voters; (iv) the formation of political blocs; (v)
minority governments; (vi) less detailed coalition agreements; and (vii) not
automatically new elections after a government loses a vote of confidence.
A majoritarian system can give the electorate more influence on the
formation of government. Elections in a majoritarian system tend to
produce outcomes with fewer parties, and often the largest party forms the
government. This creates a more direct connection between the election
and government formation. The lack of proportional representation, and
thus a larger potential gap between the population’s preferences and
11

A non-binding corrective referendum was abolished in July 2018.
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preferences represented in parliament, however, is the reason for the
Commission to reject this idea.
A presidential system gives the voters a more direct say on the
formation of government. This would, however, imply the end of the
parliamentary democracy and hence the Commission rejects this idea, too.
Lijphart (2004) supports this by writing “there is a strong scholarly
consensus in favor of parliamentary government”.
A formateur elected by the voters is, however, possible within the
parliamentary system. The Commission recommends granting an elected
formateur a limited amount of time. If after this period no new government
is formed, the Lower House can then (as is the case now) decide on who to
entrust the task. The Commission discusses two ways the formateur can be
elected, either simultaneously with the elections for the Lower House with
a potential run-off two weeks later, or simultaneously with the elections
for the Lower House with an ordinal voting system in which voters rank
candidates. An advantage of the first possibility is that it enables a political
regrouping creating more clarity about which type of governments
contender could form; its disadvantages are the time and financial means it
takes to organize such a second vote, and a potential lower turnout. An
advantage of the second possibility is the necessity of just a single
election; a disadvantage is the impossibility of political regrouping. In
Staatscommissie (2018b), the Commission proposes to introduce a
formateur elected with an ordinal voting system. Examples of such single
transferrable vote systems can be found in Australia, Ireland, Malta, and
Northern Ireland (see Nohlen 2013: 410-419; Gallagher 2002).
The formation of political blocs also increases the influence of the
electorate on the formation of government. The Commission explicitly
mentions Denmark and Sweden, in which blocs of parties create a clearer
picture of the government that can be formed after the election
(Christiansen and Klemmensen 2015: 33-34). With an elected formateur in
two rounds, one can expect this formation of political clusters. The
Commission also suggests reintroducing the possibility to form combined
lists that are important for the distribution of the remainder seats in the
apportionment after elections (this possibility was abolished in December
2017).
A minority government is seen as an emergency measure in the current
political culture. Strøm (1990), however, argues that minority
governments are neither unstable nor ineffective. The Commission pleads,
however, to change the view on minority governments, and explicitly
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include this possibility in the assignment of the formateur. Reasons are
that with further fragmentation, it gets harder to form majority
governments; that minority governments allow for more homogeneous
coalitions; and that it increases dualism, i.e., the separation of powers
between the cabinet and parliament (Christiansen and Klemmensen 2015:
26-46, describe the Scandinavian experience). The Commission notes,
however, that this also requires a change in the Dutch political culture that
puts importance on majority consensus.
The Commission pleads for less detailed coalition agreements. This
would strengthen the controlling role of the Lower House, as the parties
supporting the government will then be bound by the coalition agreement
in fewer cases. The Commission makes three suggestions for reaching
shorter agreements. Firstly, more homogeneous minority cabinets need
less detailed agreements; secondly, more transparency in coalition
negotiations (discussed in the next subsection); and thirdly, long-term
agreements between political parties on topics that have a longtime
horizon, like defense and physical infrastructure.
Finally, the Commission pleads for dropping the practice of organizing
new elections directly after a government loses a vote of confidence. If the
motive of the loss of confidence is not too substantial and an alternative
coalition is readily available, this alternative coalition could form a new
government. Connected to this, Staatscommissie (2018b) investigates the
possibility to replace votes of no confidence with constructive votes of no
confidence, in line with the possibility of the German parliament
(Grundgesetz 2019: §68.1). Such a constructive vote implies that a
majority in parliament exists which supports a prospective alternative
government coalition. However, the Commission decided against this, as it
would take away the current possibility of the Lower House of
withdrawing confidence, ousting the government and triggering new
elections. Moreover, Strøm et al. (1994) argue that constructive votes of
no confidence preclude minority governments.
Additionally, Lijphart (2004) writes that, while, on the one hand,
constructive votes of no confidence increase government stability, they, on
the other hand, create the possibility that the government has no majority
to pass its legislative program.
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4.1.7 Transparency Regarding the Process of Forming a Government
As described above, after elections for the Lower House a coalition
government has to be formed. During this process, an insufficient amount
of information (and over the years less and less information) is given to
parliament and the electorate (van Baalen and van Kessel 2012: 154-158;
van Poelgeest 2011: 124). Even though the State Commission writes that
some confidentiality is indispensable, it sees this at odds with the role of
the Lower House and therefore urges more involvement of the Lower
House, both relating to its content and in the process itself.
The Commission sees this in the perspective of a more systematic
process of the coalition negotiations. In each of the following three
suggested steps, the Lower House should be more frequently informed.
The first step is deciding on which political parties are involved in the
negotiations; the second determining the main issues the new government
faces; and the last step establishing the necessary policy measures.
Staatscommissie (2018b) proposes to introduce the obligation to inform
the Lower House to make sure that the Lower House can fulfill its duties.
Stasavage (2004) provides theoretical and historical evidence that this
transparency is in the interests of the citizens.
4.2 Enhancement of Constitutional Democracy
The State Commission writes that it is naïve to think that the Dutch
democracy would be immune for threads from inside or outside the
country. It sees the following risks: (the threat of) terrorism; foreign
involvement in elections and political decision-making; undermining of
the system through infiltration by the underworld; and the presence of
anti-democratic and anti-constitutional forces in the political system
(AIVD 2018). The first and third risks, however, fall outside the
Commission’s assignment. The Commission discusses the fourth risk
under the name institutional safeguards (see section 4.2.1), and the second
risk under rules for digital election campaigns (4.2.2). Other measures for
the enhancement of the constitutional democracy are constitutional
review; the appointment of members of the Supreme Court; and
strengthening the population’s knowledge and skills of democracy.
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4.2.1 Institutional Safeguards
The Dutch political system includes a number of existing safeguards (see,
e.g., Rijpkema 2015: 146-205). The Commission (Staatscommissie 2018
a,b) mentions the system of proportional presentation, enabling the
representation of minority interests in parliament, and through the
formation of coalition governments, an internal distribution of power; the
checks and balances in the bicameral system and the advisory role of the
Council of State; that the constitution cannot be changed easily; and the
presence of a strong and democratically organized civil society. Despite
these existing safeguards, the Commission sees strengthening and
extending them as a necessity (see also AIVD 2018; Rijpkema 2015: 203205), and therefore discusses (i) new safeguards; (ii) adaptation of rules to
ban parties; and (iii) a new law on political parties.
One possible new safeguard is to include a constitutional guarantee of
perpetuity for some crucial democratic and constitutional clauses. The
entrenchment clause in the German Basic Law is mentioned as an example
(Grundgesetz 2019: §79.3). Given the difficult and time-consuming
procedures to revise the Dutch Constitution, however, the Commission
does not see noteworthy added value in doing so. Another possibility is
extending the Constitution by the right to resistance, as a last resort,
against anyone who jeopardize the constitutional order. The Commission
again gives the German Basic Law as an example (Grundgesetz 2019:
§20.4). Due to a lack of an objective definition of what constitutes such a
danger, however, this brings the risk of disproportional actions and
therefore the Commission rejects this possibility.
The last safeguard discussed is the prohibition of gifts from foreign
countries to political parties. This prohibition is also proposed by
Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties (2018: 50-51), while Dutch
citizens living abroad would form the exception. The Commission rejects
this as it sees the distinction between foreign and domestic gifts as not
justifiable. It admits, however, that gifts to political parties create the risk
of corruption and it therefore proposes to put a maximum amount to these
gifts. Additionally, such a maximum would promote equality of
opportunities between political parties.
A political party ban is currently possible under the Dutch civil law, if
the party’s purpose or actions are in violation of public order. Since a
party ban is a last resort, the Commission argues that a separate legal
footing is necessary (Rijpkema 2015: 187 et seq). The Commission agrees
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with this opinion, and ponders separate laws and procedures for party
bans. Since such bans, however, inevitably are in conflict with
fundamental rights, the Commission also discusses lighter measures, for
example administrative measures like the temporary stop of subsidies and
the exclusion from airtime on radio and television or the prosecution of
instigators. In sum, the Commission sees the following steps: first the
prosecution of the party’s foremen, for example, for hate crimes or inciting
violence; then administrative measures; and, finally, a party ban, if
purpose and actions violate public order or if there is immediate danger of
this. The Commission (Staatscommissie 2018b) stresses that, for the final
step of a party ban the legal basis should be in line with existing
jurisprudence and guidelines at the European level (Council of Europe
2016; European Court of Human Rights 2002, 2003, 2011, 2013, 2016,
e.g., on party bans in Hungary, Russia, and Turkey; Lange et al. 2016
discuss the role of imminent danger in a comparative study of Germany,
France, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United States), and that this
decision should be taken by the judiciary, preferably by a Constitutional
Court.
The rules on a ban of political parties, discussed above, should be
written in a new law on the financing of political parties. This law could
also include the already existing regulations on the revenues and
expenditures of election campaigns, currently in the law political parties’
finances “Wet financiering politieke partijen”, the proposals on limiting
gifts to parties, and rules on digital campaigns (see the next subsection).
4.2.2 Digitalization
Digitalization creates new possibilities to enhance democracy. The State
Commission mentions the increase in the accessibility of information and
the possibility of political parties to contact the electorate (Dobber et al.
2017). Prins (2017), Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. (2018), and Bodo et al.
(2016) warn, however, that digital campaigns risk inflicting the personal
autonomy of the individual voter. Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. (2018) note
that the European privacy legislation and the system of proportional
representation give more protection than in the United States of America,
but the restricted juridical possibilities are vague. There is also the risk of
creating information bubbles. The fact that it is not always clear who is
sending a digital message increases the possibility that foreign powers
interfere in the political process (AIVD 2018: 9). Microtargeting and
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disinformation interferes with two vital functions of the media in a
democracy: providing and analyzing information (van Keulen et al. 2018:
4). The Commission sees this as a serious threat to democracy, as if
someone is able to influence unnoticed the preferences of the electorate,
elections are no longer free and fair (Bartlett 2018: 101). The Commission
(2018a) notes that the current legal framework does not properly cover the
possibilities created by digitalization and therefore discusses three
interventions to strengthen the future viability of the democracy: (i) rules
for digital elections campaigns; (ii) an independent supervisor for the
protection of democracy; and (iii) attention for the protection of the digital
infrastructure.
The Commission (Staatscommissie 2018b) deems it necessary to make
additional rules for digital election campaigns. In line with the
recommendations made by the European Commission (2018a), a political
advertisement should make clear who is sending and paying for it, and
why someone gets the advertisement. Others also stress the importance of
this transparency (e.g., in the United Kingdom: Information Commissioner
2018; in the Netherlands: Straathof et al. 2018, Hazenberg et al. 2018). In
Europe, microtargeting of political advertisements is done in a different
way than in the United States of America (Bennett 2016; Hazenberg et al.
2018), due to electoral differences, the European privacy rules, and the
lack of party’s access to a register of voters.
According to the Commission, microtargeting can undermine trust in
democratic processes (Prins 2017; Tambini 2018; Zuiderveen Borgesius et
al. 2017). It can be counteracted by enforcing more transparency. The
same holds for algorithms on digital platforms (Prins 2017; Vetzo et al.
2018: 129). The Commission proposes to include these rules in a new law
on political parties (see the previous subsection). Following the European
Commission’s (2018a) recommendation, an independent supervisor, with
the power to sanction participants, should be created. This supervisor
would then enforce the new rules deemed necessary by the State
Commission. Finally, in line with the European Commission (2018b), the
State Commission see it as necessary to have minimum standards for the
protection of the digital infrastructure used by, for example, the
parliament, the courts, and the Council of State.
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4.2.3 Constitutional Review
The Constitution prohibits the review of acts and treaties by the judiciary
(Grondwet 2017: §120). The State Commission (Staatscommissie
2018a,b) sees this as a loophole in the legal protection of individuals and
of the democratic rule of law. In the process of legislation, the
constitutionality of a law can be addressed at different phases: in the
preparatory phase by the civil service, in the advice of the Council of
State, and finally in the parliamentary procedure in the Lower and then the
Upper House. This implies that the question of constitutionality is reserved
for the legislator as the highest interpreter of the Constitution. This choice
is motivated by the fact that the legislator is elected, while judges are
appointed. Judges have, however, the right to review acts in the light of
international treaties, which is used as an argument for giving them a say
also on the constitutionality of laws. It is, however, uncertain whether the
constitutionality of all new laws is always reviewed in any of the phases of
the legislation.
The shift in the importance from normative (orders and prohibitions) to
framework (defining the division of responsibilities) legislation and the
decrease in quality of the legislative process (Raad van State 2016: 10-21)
are other arguments for the judicial review. Staatscommissie (2018b)
therefore suggests putting more emphasis on the constitutionality ex ante,
that is, in the different phases of the legislation process, but also ex post.
The preferred option is a concentrated constitutional review by a (not yet
existing) Constitutional Court, as is done by the Bundesverfassungsgericht
in Germany. An important reason for this is that it prevents the
politicization of the rest of the judicial system.
The Commission thinks the Court should have the following
competences: (i) reviewing legislation against the fundamental rights
specified in the Constitution (see section 2.6 for an outline); (ii) giving a
legal opinion (ex ante) on whether international treaties deviate from the
Constitution and should therefore be approved by a supermajority in
parliament (see section 2.5); (iii) settling disputes between public bodies
and testing the Constitutionality of EU (and other international) treaties;
and (iv) deciding on party bans (cf. the above subsection Institutional
Safeguards). A review by the Constitutional Court, however, should only
be possible for laws that already entered into force (with an exception for
international treaties). According to Staatscommissie (2018b), opening up
the possibility to review law proposals, as is the case in, e.g., Belgium,
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France and Germany, could cause tensions between the judiciary, the
Council of State, and the Upper House.
4.2.4 Appointment of Members of the Supreme Court
Members of the Supreme Court are appointed for life by Royal Decree,
i.e., by the government, each from a list of three persons proposed by the
Lower House. Although not the focus of the State Commission’s
assignment, the independence and neutrality of the judges are important
enough for the Commission to note that (party) politics should not get the
upper hand in the nomination procedure, as has already happened twice.
The Commission (Staatscommissie 2018a,b) therefore advises to change
the Constitution such that a member of the Supreme Court (or of the
proposed Constitutional Court) is appointed by Royal Decree based on a
binding nomination made by a committee consisting of one expert
appointed by the Lower House, one expert appointed by the Supreme
Court, and one expert appointed by the Supreme Court and the Lower
House jointly.
4.2.5 Strengthening Knowledge and Skills of Democracy
The State Commission (Staatscommissie 2018a,b) writes that there is a
deeply rooted civil society in the Netherlands. According to SCP (2017:
100) and Dekker and den Ridder (2018: 21, 29, 40), however, a substantial
part of the youth lacks sufficient knowledge on the functioning of the
parliamentary system. Schofield (2017) indeed stresses the importance of
the electorate’s knowledgeability in democratic decision-making. In an
international comparison, this lack of knowledge turns out to be more
pronounced in the Netherlands (Maslowski et al. 2012). In addition,
Munniksma et al. (2017: 25, 36, 78, 83) and Nieuwelink (2016: 137) write
that the level of this knowledge varies by level of education and other
socio-economic variables. The Dutch government (see VVD et al. 2017:
10) and the Commission therefore claim more attention for increasing the
level of knowledge and skills of democracy.
The lack of knowledge should be alleviated by making civic education
a part of the school curriculum obligatory, to give schools the means to
perform this task, and to look at other institutions that can play a role in
this. The Commission rejects, however, lowering the voting age (see also
under voter turnout in section 4.1). The Commission (Staatscommissie
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2018b) advises to make Liberation Day “Bevrijdingsdag” a national
holiday. On this day, May 5th, the end of the occupation by Nazi Germany
is celebrated. The name should be changed into Freedom Day
”Vrijheidsdag” and the celebrations could then also include open-house
activities of government buildings and festivals of democracy, as in, e.g.,
Scandinavian and Baltic countries.12
Finally, the Commission pleads for strengthening digital citizenship to
cope with the dangers and opportunities of digitalization. Several
possibilities are mentioned (see also van Keulen et al. 2018: 6): specifying
what the own responsibility of the media is; increasing the knowledge of
the functioning and dangers of the (digital) news coverage; monitoring
developments in the manipulations of news. Digitalization can help, e.g.,
to increase voter turnout Kendall (2017), but Orviska (2018) notes that
efforts must be made to ensure that it does not favor those groups (the
young, the better educated) who may be expected to have better access to
these means.
4.3 Strengthening the Parliament
For strengthening the role of parliament, the State Commission discusses:
the tasks of both houses (see section 4.3.1); the Lower House as a
recognizable and influential parliament (4.3.2); and the domain of
parliament, given its changing role because of both decentralizations,
liberalizations, and privatizations (4.3.3) as well as the European Union
(4.3.4).
4.3.1 The Tasks of Both Houses
The State Commission (Staatscommissie 2018a,b) writes that a
parliamentary system consisting of two Houses has as a big advantage that
in a second reading, a correction of imperfections in the first reading of
bills is possible. For this reason (Verslag van de Tijdelijke Commissie
Werkwijze Eerste Kamer 2017), it makes sense that the Upper House, in
which the second reading takes place, focusses on the quality, legality,
feasibility and enforceability of bills. The Commission notes that for doing
12

See http://democracyfestivals.org/about).
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so, it is important that none of the members of the Upper House are bound
by the coalition agreement negotiated by the parties forming the
government. The only formal instrument the Upper House has for its task,
however, is rejection, and this instrument is, in the eyes of the
Commission, too heavy and blunt. It also rarely happens that this
instrument is used (Otjes 2015); so that the Upper House’s formal
influence on the legislation is small compared to the Lower House’s
influence. Its indirect influence, however, could be larger, as the
Government and the Lower House might anticipate resistance in the Upper
House. Over time, informal instruments that the Upper House can use to
exert influence have developed, like a pledge of Government that a part of
the bill will not be enacted, or that the interpretation of the bill is changed.
These informal instruments, however, are problematic since the
Constitution states that the Upper House should consider the bill in the
form as sent to it by the Lower House (see section 2.4). They also damage
the political primacy of the Lower House. Both Houses nonetheless
represent the people of the Netherlands (see section 2.2), so bills can also
be rejected based on party programs in the Upper House. Over the last
decades, it has gotten harder to form a government coalition that has a
majority in both Houses that lasts the four years for which the Lower
House is elected. This obstructs the political decision-making process. For
these reasons, the Commission considers: (i) the introduction of a dialogue
between both Houses; (ii) a change in the election of the Upper House;
and (iii) changing the role of the Upper House in a revision of the
Constitution.
The Commission notes that in most countries with a comparable
bicameral system, the Upper House does not have the last say, as it does in
the Netherlands. (In the Western-European countries with a bicameral
system, of the unitary states only Italy and of the federal states only
Switzerland and -on some issues- Germany know a right of veto, while of
the federal states the Czech Republic, France, Ireland, Poland, Slovenia,
Spain, and the UK only know a suspensive veto of the Upper House;
Drexhage 2014: 23). Often it is the case that the Upper House has the right
to send a bill back to the Lower House or start negotiations with the other
House (Drexhage 2014: 23). The Commission notes that in other countries
with a bicameral system, a dialogue between both Houses is more
common (Tsebelis and Money 1997: 55). The drawback of an introduction
of a dialogue between both Houses, however, is that it does not answer the
question what happens if both Houses do not compromise. The
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Commission (Staatscommissie 2018b) proposes that the Lower House gets
the last say in such a case, instead of a conciliation commission, consisting
of members of both Houses, to find a compromise. This choice is
motivated by the wish to leave the political primacy at the directly elected
Lower House, and by the fact that, in most countries with a bicameral
system, similar procedures exist. The exceptions to the latter are Austria,
Germany, and the Netherlands (Knippenberg 2002; Drexhage 2014),
Norton 2007 provides an international perspective on upper houses.
A reconciliation mechanism is also proposed by Frey (2017), albeit for
close referendum outcomes. Tsebelis (2018) argues, however, that agenda
setting is important to prevent conflicting outcomes. He suggests putting
up several proposals and to use approval voting to select the outcome.
(Kliemt 2017 also comments on the importance of the agenda setting
power in this respect.) In this context, Dimitrova and Steunenberg (2017)
also stress the importance of reconciliation before the vote takes place, for
example to avoid polarization around an issue. Dowding (2017) proposes
to put first the status quo versus change on a ballot, and (if change receives
a majority) then put various alternatives on a second ballot. Franzoni
(2018) stresses the point that the pro- and opponents are not homogeneous
groups, which makes comprising more difficult, and that a yes/no vote
does not take into account the intensity of preferences. Kantorowicz
(2017) notes that the navette-type system of conciliation can empower
upper chambers, biasing policies towards the status quo.
The Commission also contemplates a change in the election of the
Upper House. A direct election would increase its democratic legitimacy,
but at the same time endangers the political primacy of the Lower House.
It also makes it harder to find solutions if the composition of both Houses
differs significantly. The latter problems could be avoided by organizing
elections at the same day, but that involves the risk that the Upper House
becomes less relevant over time. The Commission (Staatscommissie
2018b) therefore advises to keep the indirect election of the Upper House
by the directly elected provincial councils, instead of, for example, the
municipal councils. The latter alternative electoral body would give
foreigners –who have the right to participate in local elections- an
(indirect) influence on the composition of the Upper House, and this
possibility was therefore rejected already in Staatscommissie (2018a). For
an election by the municipal councils it is also important that the
composition of the electoral body would differ more than the provincial
councils from the composition of the Lower House, as the share of local
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parties represented in the municipal councils is higher. The Commission
also rejects the suggested change of the election of half of the Upper
House’s members, by the provincial councils, for a period of six years.13
This comes, writes the Commission, at a cost of representativeness of the
House.
An amendment of the Constitution is not an easy process (see section
2.5). In the second round, in which both Houses have to vote with a
supermajority in favor of the revision, it could happen that the Lower
House does so, but that the revision then fails in the Upper House. This
would make the position of the Upper House vulnerable. The Commission
(Staatscommissie 2018b) therefore proposes to let both Houses decide
jointly in the second round of votes on a revision of the Constitution.
4.3.2 The Lower House as a Recognizable and Influential Parliament
The State Commission (Staatscommissie 2018a,b) notes that the trust in
the national parliament in the Netherlands is high, also in comparison with
other countries (the five EU countries with the highest trust levels are
Sweden 73%, the Netherlands 67%, Denmark 64%, Finland 62% and
Germany 58%, while the five lowest are the Czech Republic, Slovenia,
Bulgaria, each 17%, Croatia 15% and Greece 13%; Eurobarometer 2017:
49). Some criticism, however, is seen as unavoidable, as parliament
continuously makes decisions that are seen as unjust and cumbersome by
parts of the population. Some developments related to the functioning of
parliament are studied by the Commission in more detail. The first is the
lack of sufficient attention for the quality and enforceability of the law
(Tijdelijke commissie werkwijze Eerste Kamer 2017: 14).
The parliament does not only have the task to control the government
but it also has a responsibility for the legality and enforceability of the law
(Bovend’Eert and Kummeling 2017: 231-232). In the last decades,
Bovend’Eert (2015: 115) notes that parliament has manifested itself more
and more as second government body. In addition, political parties, as in
many other countries in western Europe, tend to identify themselves more
with the state and less with their role as a mediator between the electorate
and representatives (Mair 2006). The Lower House is, however, not only
an institute to control the government, with discussions of political values
13

This procedure was in use before 1983.
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(for example, by asking parliamentary questions; see Otjes and Louwers
2018), but also an institute representing the general interest of the Dutch
population. For a more detailed discussion of the different roles of
parliament, see van den Berg (2007: 15-37). The Commission
(Staatscommissie 2018 a,b) therefore investigates (i) parliamentary
research; (ii) parliamentary committees; (iii) cooperation with other
institutions; and (iv) an improvement of the disclosure of information.
Parliament’s right of inquiry (see section 2.2) has been used to render a
verdict over political mistakes and learn lessons for the future.
Parliamentary research (in different forms) should also be used broader to
investigate social, technological and other developments and base future
policy on the findings, so that parliament, as in the United Kingdom,
functions as a central place in which ideas and opinions meet, are analyzed
and evaluated (Loeffen 2013: 56).
To decrease the tendency to manifest itself as a second government
body, the Lower House should organize its parliamentary committees less
along the lines of the different ministries and more along the lines of
themes that are of importance to society (Hagelstein 1991: 385 et seq).
Even though the Lower House has this opportunity, it has rarely used it
and the Commission therefore suggests strengthening the existing
committees further, for example by giving them more administrative
support and more working visits. According to Mickler (2017),
parliamentary committees in the United Kingdom, Malta, and the
Netherlands, have the lowest, while in Italy, Germany, and Sweden the
highest degree of autonomy. Strong committees are important since
parliamentary committees turn out to be essential for the functioning of
parliaments in western European democracies (Strøm 1998), and
Staatscommissie (2018b) suggest stronger committees resembling their
role in the United States of America (Janse de Jonge 2012: 110-115).
More administrative and research support can also compensate for the
shorter average tenure of Members of the Lower House, and the ensuing
decrease in its institutional memory.
Another possibility to increase the amount of information and its
analyses available to parliament is to cooperate with other institutions, like
the Council of State, the Court of Audit and the National Ombudsman (see
section 2.3), universities and more. Finally, the Commission advises to
improve the disclosure of information, in line with the constitutionally
required public access to its deliberations (see section 2.2). The
Commission mentions examples using the internet in Germany (www.
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abgeordnetenwatch.de), in the United Kingdom (www.theyworkfor
you.com and www.writetothem.com) and for the European Parliament
(www.votewatch.eu). The Commission also advocates to draw up a
protocol about the Government’s duty to disclose information to the
Lower House (see section 2.2), a register to keep track record of the
Government’s commitments to the Lower House, and to increase vigilance
in keeping track of gifts, additional positions and interests of the members
of parliament (Council of Europe 2018).
4.3.3 The Domain of Parliament: Decentralizations, Privatizations,
and Autonomous Entities
The State Commission (Staatscommissie 2018a) notes that the domain of
parliament has decreased due to decentralizations: as some tasks are
delegated to provinces or municipalities (see section 2.3). This does not
necessitate, however, changes in the parliamentary system. The
Commission and Raad van State (2018: 44-46) nevertheless note that with
decentralizations tasks are delegated without the appropriate prerogatives
and financial means. The Commission therefore urges the parliament to
put more emphasize on its responsibility for the system in the case of
decentralizations to lower level of governments, privatizations and
delegation of tasks to autonomous entities like administrative authorities
and public agencies.
With decentralizations, a problem can emerge regarding accountability.
Even though the parliament as such remains responsible for the
functioning of the whole decentralized system, it should neither be hold
responsible for nor interfere with particular cases. The exception would
then be if the malfunctioning follows a structural pattern. The Commission
(Staatscommissie 2018b) therefore advices to give decentralizations a
legal basis, which should arrange the following points: 1) a critical
description of the decentralized tasks and responsibilities; 2) a greater
involvement at the early stage of the Lower House; 3) the simultaneous
decentralization of sufficient financial means; 4) the simultaneous
decentralization of the appropriate policy prerogatives; 5) guarantees of
sufficient democratic control; 6) unambiguous evaluation measures as
controls for success of the decentralization; and 7) the political
responsibility at the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations.
In the case of a privatization, responsibilities are transferred to a private
legal entity. The consequences are that direct democratic control on the
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functioning is no longer possible. There is a similar problem with
delegating tasks to an autonomous administrative authority “zelfstandig
bestuursorgaan”, which acts with public authority, but there is no specific
minister who bears responsibility. Algemene Rekenkamer (2012: 31)
points out that this also complicates controlling the accounting, even
though these entities are financed with public money. These disadvantages
do not play a role if tasks are delegated to public agencies “agentschap”,
which are outside the government’s organization, but the government
remains fully responsible for. The Commission therefore advices to give
preference to the possibility of creating a public agency (instead of an
administrative authority) when considering a privatization or delegation of
tasks. The Commission not only advices to draw up a legal basis for a
privatization or delegation of tasks, but also specifying a roadmap with
criterions, using the advices made by Algemene Rekenkamer (2012: 5)
and Parlementaire Onderzoekscommissie Privatisering/Verzelfstandigen
Overheidsdiensten (2012: 47-48).
4.3.4 The Domain of Parliament: The European Union
The State Commission (Staatscommissie 2018a,b) notes the influence and
the decision-making power of parliament has changed and sometimes
decreased due to transfer of competences to the European Union (EU).
These changes are not without problems, as there is a democratic deficit in
EU decision making. There is no fully-fledged parliamentary system with
an EU government that is accountable for all policy areas and that needs
the confidence of an EU parliament. To compensate for the loss of control
and for the democratic deficit, the Commission names the parliamentary
scrutiny reservation, subsidiarity test, the right of inquiry, the yellow-card
procedure, and access to the documents of the Council of Ministers.
According to the Commission and Mastenbroek et al. (2014: 13), however,
these instruments are not adequate to compensate the democratic deficit
and are not used sufficiently, so little or no effect can be found on EU
decision making. The Commission therefore deems it desirable that the
involvement of parliament is rooted in a new Europe Act, inspired by the
German Europagesetz (2013).
Problematic for the Commission is also the lack of transparency in EU
decision making (see also Parlementair Advocaat 2017: 3-4; European
Ombudsman 2018), especially when documents are marked as ‘limité’,
‘confidential’, or ‘restraint’. The Commission therefore recommends
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clarifying and increasing this transparency, ponders granting the national
parliamentary committees working on EU decision-making more
administrative support, and stresses the importance of cooperation with
other national parliaments in the yellow-card procedure. The Commission
also stresses the importance of differences between EU decision-making,
which is mainly based on consensus through compromises and
concessions (‘policy without politics’), and national decision-making, in
which it is clear who are the supporters and opponents (‘politics without
policy’). It also advices that ministers should not only be heard (and held
responsible) after Council meetings, but should also be heard before these
meetings to clarify what the nature of the engagement is.
Another advice is to discuss EU matters in a joint committee of both
Houses. Finally, with respect to EU Treaties, the Commission advices that
a Constitutional Court (see section 4.2) should have the right to review
them, comparable with the role of the German Constitutional Court
(Bundesverfassungsgericht). In addition, since international treaties have
precedence over national legislation, including the Constitution, EU
treaties should be approved by parliament with supermajorities, as would
be necessary for constitutional amendments (see section 2.5). For the
latter, the Commission mentions the proposal made by a member of
parliament, van der Staaij (2016), in this direction. The Commission,
however, does not propose to apply this for all international treaties that
transfer decision-making authorities, not just EU treaties.
5. Governmental Response
The Dutch government gives an account of its position on the reports
published by the State Commission in June 2019 (Ministerie van
Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties 2019a) and clarifies its
position, answering to questions raised by parliament in October 2019
(Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties 2019b). These
reports group the Commission’s proposals in four categories: (A) those
that are mostly or completely adopted; (B) proposals that are not simply
adopted, but for which the government needs more time to determine its
position; (C) those that are rejected; and (D) proposals directed at the
Upper and Lower Houses of parliament. Category A includes: (1)
reforming the voting system; (2) writing a Law on Political Parties; (3)
strengthening the knowledge and skills of democracy; (4) increasing
participation of citizens in legislation; (5) strengthening digital citizenship;
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(6) fostering the use of (digital) citizens’ forums; (7) changing the
procedure of modifying the Constitution; (8) changing the election of the
Upper House; (9) adapting the appointment procedure of Members of the
Supreme Court; (10) strengthening the information position of members of
parliament; and (11) increasing the role of parliament in decision making
in the European Union.
Category B comprises: (1) the introduction of a binding corrective
referendum; (2) constitutional review of legislation by a newly-formed
Constitutional Court; (3) a decrease the voting age from 18 to 16 years
(even though the Commission advises against this); (4) introducing a
dialogue between both Houses of parliament by giving the Upper House
the right to send legislation back to the Lower House; (5) an evaluation of
the decentralization of tasks to lower levels of government; (6) an
evaluation of the decentralization of tasks to administrative authorities;
and (7) introducing legislation specifying the role of parliament in
decision making in the European Union, as parliament has initiated
legislation on this already (Maij and Mulder 2017). The rejected proposals
(Category C) are: (1) to introduce an elected formateur; and (2) to make
Liberation Day a national holiday, as this is deemed to be in the realm of
social partners to decide on. The government argues that an elected
formateur does not adhere to the logic in the Dutch constitutional
arrangements, but promises to look further at the process of forming a
government after elections in more detail. For the Commission’s proposals
directed at the Houses of parliament (Category D) the government is
reticent in taking a position, as it sees this as the prerogative of parliament
itself to decide on this.
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